GYM TEAM WILL MEET DARTMOUTH WRESTLERS SCHEDULED

Close Meet is Expected
As Dartmouth Performs
At Walker Gym Tomorrow

With Dartmouth next on the schedule, the Cardinal and Gray gymnasts are preparing for one of the hardest meets this season. The meet will be held tomorrow afternoon in the Harris gym. The Hanover aggregation boasts of a strong, well-balanced team and the Engineers will have to be in the best of condition in order to come through the meet with a victory.

Several of the members of the team will perform much better than usual. Dave Honey has been suffering from a high fever but yesterday was rather roused and it will have to be in the cold in tomorrow afternoon. Dave is one of the best tumblers on the team when he is in a form and he hopes to be able to come through with a good performance tomorrow.

Dartmouth Has Strong Team

Many are going to be surprised after plenty of competition in the tumbling division. Zey give Wes Reynolds plenty of competition. Zey is considerably better this year. Zey also does very good work as he was fourth in the Intercollegiates on this style. This afternoon at 3:15 o'clock both teams will be in shape for the meet.

Tonight and tomorrow night, the Cardinal and Gray Basketball Team Tomorrow's Program

Tonight and tomorrow night, the Cardinal and Gray Basketball Team will take its final turn at the Interclass meet in the New York championship meet. This is the third time in the history of the move that the engine, and so both teams have had several meets this season, without any success. This means that the meet will be held very interesting.

On Saturday afternoon at 3 o'clock both teams will meet in the Harris gym. This is the last week of the season and the meet will be an important one for both institutions.

FRESHMEN WRESTLE B.U.

Tonight and tomorrow night, the freshmen wrestle B.U. The first two meets in the first of the season. The meet will be held in the Harris gym.

Many Stars Entered

This past season saw the appearance of several new stars on the varsity team. Zey also was the appearance of several new stars on the varsity team. The meet will be held in the Harris gym.

Varsity Puckmen Will Play Brown And Pennsylvania

Sixteen Men Make Bus Trip to Providence—Freshmen to Meet Brown '32

This afternoon at 3:15 o'clock the New York varsity hockey team will make its way for Providence where they will play the Brown University hockey team. The meet will be held in the Harris gym.

Pennsylvania Game Tomorrow

After taking on Brown, the Varsity puckmen play Pennsylvania tomorrow afternoon. The game will be held in the Harris gym.

Three Making the trip to Providence

Varsity. White (Capt.), Creab, Cutler, Lappin, Cookies, Hansen, Robson, Fahey, Faz, Han, B. Lappin, Smith, E. Lappin, Corson, Earle, Ladd, Han, Worthen, Herbert.

Many are going to be surprised when a few days a large crowd is brought up to the track. The varsity will contain the new sighted boys who will be able to show off for the crowd. The meet will be held in the Harris gym.

BASKETERS PLAY NEW HAMPSHIRE AWAY TOMORROW

 Ninth Win for Engineers Seems Probable—New Hampshire Is Not Dangerous

TWO MORE GAMES ON LIST

Hoping for their ninth victory the Cardinal and Gray Basketball Team will meet the New Hampshire team in the Harris gym. The meet will be held in the Harris gym.

When You're Asked to Address A Gathering

SOME day you may be a leader in your community—the man to whom everyone turns when strong counsel is wanted. Already you may be on the road to a broader service—contributing your time and thought to extra-curricular affairs—editing a paper, managing or playing on a team, doing social service work, acting for the dramatic club. Out of college the same opportunity for public service exists as in college. Men who are leaders in their profession are often leaders in civic affairs, too.

When you leave college you're going to meet Stone & Webster men. You'll find them taking an active part in the community-leading civic affairs in their lead. You'll find them managing transportation companies, operating and financing public utility companies and building industrial plants. You'll find the Stone & Webster organization is worth knowing and worth doing business with. The Stone & Webster training ably fits men for public service.
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